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About the Project

IGLUNA 2020 is an international student project to
build a space habitat demonstrator for sustaining
life in extreme environments such as the Moon,
aiming to design, develop and test different
solutions that could we used in future missions and
base settlements. Not only does it demonstrate
technologies of the future, but also a new way of
collaboration across universities, industry and the
space community – while forming students in
applied project work.1
This report will cover our team’s design concept as
project made for the master’s level course Design
Studio, in Tallinn University of Technology.
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future long term missions - where astronauts are

Introduction
Have you ever imagined moving to live in a harsh

headed on a journey to a place that is so different

environment? Imagine exploring this type of places

from Earth…

on Earth, with such extreme living conditions and

Over the past decades, multiple space agencies

limiting environmental restraints… Will you be
mentally and physically ready?
That was our base ground when we started our
research for this project that is set on the Moon’s

have been working on developing a base on the
Moon. The plan is to set up a habitat there and
eventually use it as a launching pad to go to Mars.
Still living on the Moon is very challenging.
To understand the context in a
better way, consider that the

1

Moon's surface gravity is
considerably low compared to
Earth’s gravity - specifically
from it. There is no fresh water
and due to the high radiation,
the Moon habitat will be set
underground, where astronauts
will have an artificial day/night
cycle since on the Moon, one day
cycle lasts for 14 days, whilst on
Earth it lasts 24 hours.
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On top of the external environmental conditions,

Crew members need a proper sleep of 7 hours to

astronauts have to cope with the effects of living in

maintain their mental well-being and an optimized

isolation. Despite extensive and specific training

cognitive performance. If they don’t sleep well, they

with the different space agencies, all of the above

could face a decrease in focus, concentration,

can affect their bodies and minds in a negative way,

problem solving and cognitive functioning.

which consequently could affect the success of the

Whoever experiences a night of short, interrupted or

mission and their health and performance along

low quality sleep needs 3 nights of proper sleep - of

the way.

at least 7 hours - to recover from it.

Living on the Moon and its Challenges

A strict and rigorous exercise routine is also crucial
to keep astronauts healthy. Since human body is

What is needed to stay healthy on the Moon? Pretty

affected by low gravity, in order to cope with its

much the same things as we need on Earth.

effects and maintain a healthy condition, astronauts

Healthy food, proper amounts of high quality sleep,

have to exercise almost daily for an average of 2.5

loads of exercise, and socializing. But even those

hours. Working out is needed to keep muscles in

basics are hard to cover on a Moon base.

tone without losing its mass and it is vital for

In order to understand human life on Space, we can

minimizing the loss of bone density.

study the International Space Station (ISS) , a

Living in isolation can affect the team’s well-being,

habitable artificial satellite in low Earth orbit. On the

dealing with mood swings, affecting their

ISS, the lack of sleep shows to be quite a big

performance and possibly causing tension between

problem, with astronauts struggling due to tight

crew members. Space missions also have a

schedules and changes on their natural circadian

particular adaptation process in its different stages.

rhythm. There, the average sleeping time is 6 hours.
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Astronauts on Moon missions will
have to face with different
conditions affecting their body, a
set of

diverse aspects affecting

their minds, while having to cope
with an artificial environment,
being far from Earth and their loved
ones.

So, how might we ensure and
promote a healthy lifestyle for
astronauts in long term Moon
missions ?
In these type of missions, conducting experiments
and holding different tests is crucial to understand
human health is affected by these conditions and
evaluate how they can cope with them in the best
way. Monitoring is also necessary to gather
scientific data about living on the Moon, which will

In the past 20 years, NASA has reported almost 300
experiments regarding human health on the ISS,
which gives an indication of the amount of
experiments expected to be carried on the Moon.

Scientific and Health Testing

be used to research the effects of long-term space

As it is expected, astronauts will have to be

travel on the human body.

monitored and tested to track their health and how
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their bodies react and adapt to this new and

activities such as work, exercise and sleep, among

different environment. This will also help to

others.

understand, on the long term, what happens to
humans when they live in Space and how can we
prevent negative effects.

Design Concept
We propose a smart integrated ecosystem, where

As for now, these types of health and performance

a s t ro n a u t s a re m ea s u re d a n d m o n i to r e d

tests gather data that goes back externally to

seamlessly throughout their day, connecting them

mission control. But there are also tests being

to the environment and creating a direct data

carried out for scientific purposes, which data is

feedback loop: either with them reviewing the data

sent back to researchers.

or with cases of automated optimization.

The monitoring experience for astronauts is
intrusive and unpleasant and the use of specific
testing equipment is not always designed with the
users in mind, a lot of cables are being used around
them, when they are monitored, and the data

The aim is to promote a healthy lifestyle for

gathered is not necessarily beneficial for them.

astronauts and to look at the context around living

Astronauts health and performance is crucial to

human centered point of view. We set our focus on

ensure the success of the Moon missions. That is

smart clothing that would make the everyday

why their wellbeing needs to be kept in mind,

experience a more connected one improving their

along with the importance of their key daily

wellbeing on the long term.
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on the moon and being tested for it, from a more
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That is how we came up with MAIKA, an integrated

Why is an undergarment the best solution?

and smart base layer shirt that provides non-

MAIKA fits into the ecosystem by staying as a

intrusive monitoring while also connecting the

background item without bothering the astronauts

astronauts to the ecosystem in order to support

during their daily activities or while they sleep.

healthy lifestyles on the future Moon missions.

We aim to provide a comfortable feeling despite its
smartness and its sensors, proving that there is no
need for extra equipment or devices for testing.
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Material Specifications

In order to offer comfort and breathability, the fabrics have an antibacterial finishing to prevent bad

MAIKA’s materials are optimized for comfort and

odor and promote the clothing long lasting sense

breathability, and can be worn comfortably for

and durability.

extended periods of time. The undershirt’s three
main areas contemplate materials according to its

Integrated Electronics

functions and its look and feel:
1. The upper chest front part holds the sensors in

The MAIKA undershirt has

place and keeps them stable inside the garment,

fabric-integrated sensors

which is why a two-layer polyester jersey fabric was

which are located tightly

chosen.

in the upper chest area,

2. The lower front and back part contemplate a
merino wool / modal blend, which offers moisturewicking and light-weight properties.
3. Areas closer to the armpits, an elastic net fabric
has been chosen for its breathability and better air
circulation as well as its stretchability.
2-layer jersey

merino wool & modal

in order to provide maximum data accuracy. For
a non intrusive monitoring experience, a
heart rate sensor
and an accelerometer measure

elastic net

vitals and body
posture changes and movements.
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These sensors are lightweight and powered by a

CO2, which is an electrically non-conductive ele-

de-attachable and a small “click-on” battery, con-

ment, making it compatible with this type of smart

nected through conductive yarns to a microchip to

wearables.

support sensors data collection.

The sensors are also laminated in between two
fabric layers, which enables washing without removing them.
MAIKA records data whenever an astronaut is wearing it and consequently, it stops recording when the
undershirt is taken off.

Sparkfun single lead
heart monitor 2

Flora accelerometer 3

does

a

smart

under

shirt

really

connects astronauts to the Moon Base?

On the ISS, worn out clothes are burnt in the
atmosphere due to the fact that there it is not
possible to wash clothes there.

How

On the Moon,

where sustainability and a more long lasting
approach to clothes could be considered,

A Connected and Smart Eco-System
Looking into a more optimized lifestyle for
astronauts, further insights were made into daily
activities cycle of the astronauts and how the shirt

technologies like CO2 dry cleaning could be used.

fits into each of the main activities.

This process washes off stains, with no need for

During the day, the shirt would mostly be a

water, a scarce resource on the Moon with liquid

background item, monitoring vital signs and
collecting data as they work inside the base or

2 and 3. Selected standard market sensors that are being used for prototyping
functionality of the shirt in Design Studio Class in Collaboration with the local
branch of the company Protex Balti AS.

outside the habitat, for example, during moonwalks.

4. https://www.nasa.gov/vision/space/ livinginspace/Astronaut_Laundry.html
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When it comes to exercise, astronauts starts setting

Astronauts could check their posture changes and

up their routine and the undershirt monitors along

interact with additional information. As a result,

the way. Connection to the gym equipment and

they could have schedule changes, adjustments on

devices will help record time, movement, speed

the workload and improve their sleep quality.

and combine all this data for the astronauts to have
a comprehensive post workout overview, where
they could go over their exercise history and have
recommendations for next workouts to keep them
healthy but also motivated!

Other Applications
During the development of the project, our team
was often faced with the question of considering
other possible applications, especially to evaluate

Before sleep, astronauts will be able to set up their

how this type of smart wearables could be applied

room with their preferred settings, adjusting its

on Earth in the present.

temperature and light. The room could also adjust
to optimize their sleeping conditions among those
settings.

We imagined MAIKA as a monitoring solution,
could be used in hospitals, where patients can be
monitored seamlessly. Also, athletes can track their
performance non intrusively and scientists could
use this base layer, when going to harsh
environments like Antarctica or high mountain

While they sleep, MAIKA shirt and smart mattress

explorations.

will monitor and collect data, which astronauts can
review the next day and go over their sleep quality
time in the different sleep stages such as Light,
Deep and Rem sleep.
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Summary
It has been important to keep in mind the different
stakeholders involved and be clear about the values
that this project will create for each of them.
Since MAIKA is developed especially for Moonbased astronauts, main values are provided for
them when creating a piece of clothing for everyday

Design and Technology Futures
Master’s Programme

wear, which is intended to feel as natural as
possible for them. As an undershirt, it aims to
provide great benefits when monitoring their

Tallinn University of Technology

health on the background, with no need for extra
equipment, creating more opportunities for data
collection through integrated smart objects and a
connected ecosystem.
We think MAIKA can be the first step in seriously
applying wearable technology for space and will
greatly improve the life of astronauts on both short
and long-term missions.
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